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• A miniature factory or a live test tube 

CHASSIS 

• A rationale conception 
    

EPIGENOME 

• A full synthesis 

GENOME 

Minimal Cell / Genome: 

a deconstructivist scheme 



• Liposomes;  Microfluidics;  Artificial life 

PROTOCELLS 

• Third-type nucleic acids;  New 
aminoacids;   New metabolisms 
   

INNOVATIVE CHEMISTRIES 

• Genetic code;  Gene expression code  

INFORMATION RECODING 

Life reinvented: 

a more fundamental slant 



SynBio viewed from its endproducts 

Red, green, and white Biotechnologies  

Syn
Bio 



IP in SynBio: a variety of schemes 

• Author’s rights / copyright 

– no specific law 

– analogy to software © 

– no reference to dual nature of SynBio 

– simpler for busy practitioner 

– weak protection (copy/paste) 



IP in SynBio: a variety of schemes 

• Algorithms / copyright 

– not patentable as such 

– must be described as an inventive process 

– alternative:  

• distribute freely version n-1 (attract customer) 

• sell improved version n  

• slide at each new version 

 



IP in SynBio: a variety of schemes 

• Patent 

– narrow claims work well in biotech 

– broad claims are typical of new tech fields 

– broad claims are feared by practitioners 



IP in SynBio: a variety of schemes 

• Open source 

– software alone 

– wetware alone 

– soft-wet-ware 

 



Open source wetware 

• Registry of Standard Biological Parts 

– since 2003 <-> iGEM (« get some, give some ») 

– since 2007 <-> Biobrick Foundation 

– since 2009:  BIOFAB, ICL initiative … 

– since 2009:  JBEI (acts as a private company) 



Open source wetware 

 OSI promises  Real situation 

• Better quality  The majority of parts are not usable 

• Higher reliability  The majority of parts do not fit their annotations 

• More flexibility  In using parts, or in increasing the level of confusion? 

• Lower cost  iGEM registration is far from cheap 

• End to predatory vendor lock-in to be evaluated after private (e.g. JBEI) and  

    open (e.g. iGEM or BIOFAB) registries become more mature.  

 



Open source wetware 

 

1. Free redistribution 

2. Source code 

3. Derived works 

4. Integrity of author’s source code 

5. No discrimination against persons or 

groups 

6. No discrimination against fields of 

endeavor 

7. Distribution of licence 

8. Licence must not be specific 

9. Licence must not restrict other software 

10. Licence must be technology-neutral 

Software 

  

1. Free redistribution 

2. DNA sequence (compiled as DNA); 

protocells? 

3. Derived works 

4. Integrity of author’s DNA sequence 

5. No discrimination against persons or groups 

6. No discrimination against fields of endeavor 

7. Distribution of licence 

8. Licence must not be specific 

9. Licence must not restrict other DNA or cell 

10. Licence must be technology-neutral 

Wetware 

 



Open source wetware 

• Difficulties 

– quantitative description or annotation: illusory at 

present (difficulty to insulate devices in a living 

system) 

– annotations cannot be propagated to another 

chassis 

– protocells of the composome type:  

   what are « source code » and « compiled 

output » ? 

 



The dual nature of Synthetic Biology 
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Open source soft-wet-ware 

• « SynBio probably does not herald anything 

new from a patenting point of view » (B. Rutz, 

EPO, March 2010) 

• This view cannot be extended to Open 

source 

in case the software is crucial for designing the 

artefact and also the modalities of its construction. 

• It is important that IP experts establish an 

Open source scheme for dual SynBio. 

 



Open source soft-wet-ware 

• The properties of the virtual artefact can be 

examined before it is constructed. 

•  At that stage, questions may arise, that may 

be discussed between regulatory authorities 

and the laboratory. 

• This opens the future prospect of a very early 

dialogue around emergent questions linked to 

a new technology (not unlike what sometimes happens 

in plane or car construction).  

 



Open source soft-wet-ware 

conception        construction    product 

 

conception       construction    product 

 

conception       construction    products

  



• Organism;  Châssis;  Nanomachine 

SYSTEMS 

• Regulatory circuit;  Metabolic pathway
     

DEVICES 

• Protein;  RNA 
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Open source soft-wet-ware 
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Provisional conclusions 

• IP issues in synthetic biology will probably 

stabilize slowly as the field matures and as its 

dual nature is progressively recognized. 

• The emphasis on prior conception and testing 

paves the way to an even earlier dialogue on the 

properties of the virtual synthetic biology 

artefact. 



Thank you ! 

 


